
PhxMQG Lotto Block for June 2021 
    Wonky Log Cabin 

        Unfinished Size: 9 inches 

 
June can feel hectic with school out, the kids or 
grandkids in your care, and Mom’s taxi is 
pressed into service. Here is an easy block to 
make. Easier than a regular log cabin because 
your logs don’t have to be parallel and of the 
same width. This block can be a great scrap 
buster especially if you use the first rebellious 
idea to piece your log strips.  
 

 
For our lotto block:  

Use white, cream or low volume fabrics on two adjacent sides of the log cabin (solids or tone-
on-tones) 

Use fabrics from the same color hue for the other two adjacent logs such as reds, blue-
greens, or maroons (prints and/or solids) 

Square to 9 inches so that the winner can cut a consistent 8 1/2” square block 
 

Directions:  
 While viewing on your device, use Control + click to follow the link to the directions 

Improv Log Cabin Block Tutorial – Mama Love Quilts  
 

Remember to square your block to the 9” x 9” 
 

Possible Layout Ideas: 
 

You can use any “traditional” log cabin layout or you could think of the log cabin block as a half 
square triangle. If the block were made in the courthouse steps layout (colors on opposite sides d 
lights opposite lights), it would look somewhat like a quarter square triangle. An all-color or all-light 
log cabins are like a plain square. You could use the blocks to design almost any traditional block at 
a large scale, such as friendship star, sawtooth star, shoo fly, churn dash layouts, etc. Let your 
imagination run wild! 
 

Rebellious Ideas: 
 

1. Piece your log strips (especially if you can’t find a long enough strip) 
2. Use a lot of very narrow logs 
3. Use the backside of your fabrics 
4. Use black and dark grey fabrics instead of whites and creams 
5. Add random strips of grey in the dark and/or light side of the log cabin Put white strips in the 

colored side.  (Or white anywhere when doing Idea 4).  
6. Instead of a log cabin, make a wonky courthouse step block or a wonky pineapple block. 
7. Your own ideas? 

 

 

https://mamalovequilts.com/2012/01/improv-log-cabin-block-tutorial.html

